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MCQ’S FOR PRELIMINARY EXAM 

1. With reference to  Hyper spectral Imaging Satellite or HySIS,which of the following statements is/are 

correct?(Science and Technology) 

I. It is a full-fledged niche Earth observation (EO) satellite. 

II. It will enable distinct identification of objects from space. 

Select codes: 

a) I 

b) II 

c) I, II 

d) None of these 

2. Doshi-Charikar power project was recently in news, in which of the following nations is it located? 

(Current Affairs) 

a) Pakistan 

b) Afghanistan 

c) Nepal 

d) Bhutan 

3. Hwasong-14, an intercontinental ballistic missile is indigenously developed by which of the following 

nations. (Current Affairs) 

a) China 

b) Japan 

c) North-Korea 

d) None of these 



 

 

4. Chhaupadi custom is observed by which nation? (Current Affairs) 

a) Thailand 

b) Sri-Lanka 

c) Nepal 

d) Bhutan 

 

DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONS FOR MAIN EXAMINATION. 

1. State whether an Indo-Afghan relation is crucial to secure connectivity and trade with other countries 

that lie to its west? (Foreign Affairs) 

2. Discuss the role of oil in Venezuela economy crisis? Did previous political regime contribute to this 

situation? (International relations) 

SOLUTION (MCQ’S) 

 

1.c 

Explanation: The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) says it plans to launch a full-fledged niche 

Earth observation (EO) satellite — called the Hyperspectral Imaging Satellite or HySIS — using a critical 

chip it has developed. Hyspex’ imaging will enable distinct identification of objects from space. 

2.b 

Explanation: Doshi-Charikar power project is located in Afghanistan. 

3.c 

Explanation: Hwasong-14, an intercontinental ballistic missile is indigenously developed by North-Korea. 

4. c 

Explanation: Chhaupadi custom is observed by Nepal. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

DESCRIPTIVE QUESTIONS: 

MODEL ANSWERS 

 

Q1. Indo-Afghan relation: 

• Relations between the people of Afghanistan and India traces to the Indus Valley Civilisation. 

• In 1999, India became one of the key supporters of the anti-Taliban Northern Alliance. 

• India's support and collaboration extends to rebuilding of air links, power plants and investing in 

health and education sectors as well as helping to train Afghan civil servants, diplomats and 

police. 

• In 2005, India proposed Afghanistan's membership in the South Asian Association for Regional 

Cooperation (SAARC). Both nations also developed strategic and military cooperation against 

Islamic militants. 

• Three memorandums of understanding (MOUs) for strengthening cooperation in the fields of 

rural development, education and standardisation during Hamid Karzai's visit to India in April 

2006. 

• During the 15th SAARC summit in Colombo, India pledged another $450 million alongside a 

further $750 million already pledged for ongoing and forthcoming projects. 

• India condemned the assassination of former Afghan President Burhanuddin Rabbani in 

September 2011. India reiterated the steadfast support of the people and government of India 

in Afghanistan's "quest for peace and efforts to strengthen the roots of democracy" 

• India seeks to expand its economic presence in Afghanistan as the international coalition 

fighting the Taliban withdraws combat forces through 2014. 

Securing connectivity and trade with other countries that lie to its west: 

• Despite its commitment of $2 billion in development aid to Afghanistan, there are few new 

infrastructure projects that the government has taken up in the past few years. The big ones, 

mostly planned a decade ago, have been complete, including the Zaranj Delaram highway 

(which connects to Iran), the Herat dam, the Doshi-Charikar power project, and the construction 

of Afghanistan’s parliament complex. 

• In addition, India’s plans for the Chabahar port in Iran and the trilateral agreement to develop 

transit trade also need close attention. The trilateral agreement has yet to be ratified in Iran, 

and tenders by India Ports Global Limited to develop berths as well as the railway line 

connecting Chabahar to the Afghan border at Zahedan (first planned in 2011) continue to be 

delayed. 

• Similarly, there has not been sufficient follow-through on the Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-

Pakistan-India gas pipeline after its inauguration in 2015. Eventually, India’s dealings with both 

Afghanistan and Iran are not just about circumventing Pakistan. 



 

 

• They should open up important new connectivity and commerce avenues, as well as develop 

markets in Central Asia, and through them to Russia and Europe. 

• While it is heartening that Road Transport Minister Nitin Gadkari recommitted to the trilateral 

arrangement and development of Chabahar during his recent visit to Iran, regional connectivity 

needs more administrative will than just ribbon-cutting ceremonies and grandly announced 

plans that run aground when the government’s focus shifts elsewhere. 

Q2. 

Role of oil: 

• A quarter of Venezuela’s GDP and 95% of its export earnings are from crude oil, the price of 

which has plummeted since 2014 when it was trading at over $110 per barrel to under $30 per 

barrel last year. As a result Venezuela’s GDP and U.S. dollar reserves fell; the country has just 

$10.2 billion in reserves.  

• As money was in short supply, the government started printing cash — a factor contributing to 

spiralling inflation. Venezuela has borrowed at least $55 billion from allies such as like Russia 

and China in recent times. 

• As the price of oil fell, more oil was required to honour the oil-for-financing deals and Venezuela 

has not been able to keep up with these shipments. 

• The country’s sovereign bonds and those of its oil company, PDVSA, are being traded at highly 

discounted levels because of the sovereign default risk. Mr. Maduro has been criticised for 

prioritising debt servicing over feeding his people. 

Previous political regime contribution: 

• Hugo Chávez came to power on the promise of setting up a modern socialist republic and 

bringing inclusive growth to Venezuela, which had low growth, high inflation and high levels of 

poverty. 

• He nationalised over 1,000 companies, funded welfare programmes and cash transfers to the 

poor from oil revenues, and offered an economic and political counter-narrative to what the 

U.S. proffered.  

• All this earned Chávez wide popular appeal; poverty declined, employment increased as did 

college enrolment. 

•  However, Chávez’s rule was marked by an increasing authoritarianism and a gross 

mismanagement of the country’s oil; ironically, problems Chaávez was elected to mitigate. 
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